This paper describes various performance improvement techniques for a Multiple Model Adaptive Estimator (MMAE) used to detect and identify control surface and sensor failures on an unmanned research flight vehicle. The MMAE uses a bank of Kalman filters that predict the aircraft response to a given input. with each model based on a different failure hypothesis, and then forms the residual difference between the predicted and actual sensor measurements for each filter. The MMAE uses these residuals to determine the probabilities of the failures that are modeled by each of the Kalman filters.
Introduction
The requirement for high performance aircraft with instabilities that are beyond the capability of human pilots to counteract has produced the demand for sophisticated flight control systems. These flight control systems require accurate models of the aircraft to provide the necessary flight control compensation and performance. The effects of an inaccurate model can be disastrous, particularly if a sensor or a flight control surface fail and the flight control system acts on the assumption that there is no failure. One method for the control system to adapt to significant changes. like these failures. is by using a Multiple Model Adaptive Estimator (MMAE) to detect and identify the failure and then inform the Ilight control system of this failure. This paper will review the MMAE! algorithm and then describevarious performance enhancement techniques that were researched. In Section 2 we give a brief overview of the MMAE and a description of the two components that are used to build a MMAE. the Kalman filters and the hypothesis testing algorithm. The intent of this paper is to present various methods, which we describe in Section 3. of adjusting the M M A B to provide better performance. The MMAE correctly identified the modeled failures, so we sought to increase the MMAE performance by decreasing the time that it took to converge to this correct failure identification. The methods that we describe are removal of "g dominance" effects, bounding the hypothesis conditional probabilities, tuning the Kalman filters. increasing the scalar penalty for large residuals, decreasing the probability smoothing, and enlarging the residuals by propagating without updating the Kalman filters.
Multiple Model Adaptive Estimation Algorithm Overview
A MMAE consists of a bank of parallel Kalman filters, each with a different internal model, and a hypothesis conditional probability computation as shown in Figure 1 . The Kalman filters are provided a measurement vector ( z ) and the input vector ( U 1, and produce a state estimate ( ik ) and a residual ( r, ) . Each K h a n filter has a different failure model that it uses to form the state estimate and the residual, so the sizes of the residuals from the various filters give a relative indication of how adequately each of these models represent the actual failure status of the aircraft. The residuals are used by the hypothesis testing algorithm to assign relative probabilities ( pt ) to each of the hypotheses that were used to form the Kalman filter models. The individual probabilities indicate how correct each of the Kalman filter models are, and can be used to weight the individual state estimates appropriately, to form a probability-weighted average of the state estimate, (km ). A simple example will demonstrate the operation of the MMAE. Let We investigated various methods of improving the performance of the MMAEl algorithm presented in Section 2.
Performance Enhancements
The specific application that served as the basis for our investigation was the identification of fight control surface and sensor failures for the LAMBDA flight vehicle. an unmanned research vehicle developed by the might Control Division of the Flight Dynamics Directorate. Wright Laboratory. The primary Performance objective was to identify all the failures correctly. with a secondary objective to identify the failures as quickly as possible. Since the correct identification was primary, we assumed that false alarms (incorrect declarations of a specific failure) were unacceptable. Therefore, we first developed an MMAE algorithm that correctly identified the failure without false alarms, and then tried to improve the MMAE performance by decreasing the amount of time that was required to make the correct identification. Thus, the performance enhancements reported in this paper are attempts to decrease the amount of time that the MMAE requires to converge to the correct hypothesis.
There are fifteen elemental filters in the MMAE algorithm for this application. One is designed under the assumption of a fully functional vehicle. with no actuator or sensor failures.
Six are based upon an assumed failure in one of the six ,.
...........
:
I L-. , and another eight assume a failure in one of the eight sensors (measurements of velocity, angle of attack, pitch rate, sideslip angle, roll rate, roll angle., or yaw rate).
The original performance of the MMAB is summarized in Figure 2 . Each plot in this figure presents the pk time history results of a separate 10-run Monte Carlo simulation of a single sensor or actuator failure occurring at 2 seconds. The figure caption references various parameters that identify the configuration of the MMAE algorithm that produced the displayed results. The design number indicates which of three tuned K a h n filter designs were used while the Dot parameter indicates the value of the scalar penalty for large residuals.
PWINSIZ indicates the she of the data window over which the probabilities were smoothed, and NPROP indicates the number of propagations that were performed before an update was performed. These concepts are further amplified and results for various simulations are presented in subsequent sections. A representative sample of a specific failure simulation is shown in Figure 3 . where a right elevator failure occurs at 2 seconds. Note that the probability of no failure is the complement of the right elevator failure, while all the other filters maintain basically the minimum allowed probability (0.001). Also. we can observe the MMAE performance for this particular failure simply by looking at the filter probability for the filter that uses the correct failure model. For instance, we can completely characterize the MMAE performance for a right elevator failure simply by observing the probability plot for the right elevator filter in Figure 3 . Therefore, we can observe the MMAE performance for each of the failures that are modeled by the filter bank simply by combining these single failure simulation results into the single plot shown in Figure 2 . Clearly, the n results for a right elevator failure shown in Figure 3 during an aileron failure. Three filter designs were &vel& design U1 used the sensor noise variances that were estimated from sensor m e a s m a t data, design #2 used nine times the estimated Variances (increasing the noise standard deviation by a factor of three). and design #3 used 25 times the estimated variaum (inawing the noise standard deviation by a factor of five). The overall MMAB performance using these various designs is compared in Figure 6 . with the performance for a right aileron failure in Figure 4 and a left aileron failure iown in Figure 5. . . . .
. . . . . .
1 Figure 6 . MMAE Performance ..... for various designs,
The best wrformance was obtained using desim #2. Figure 6 showsthat the convergence time for an & x o n k l u r e using design it2 ( Figure 6 . dashed line) was half of that for design #l (pigure 6. solid line). Figure 6 ) is somewhat better than the performance for design #2, but the probabilities show an increase in fluctuations. We noted before that these results are an average of 10 Monte Carlo simulations. therefore the fluctuations in these plots indicate even more severe fluctuations during an actual flight, which would result in a larger number of momentary false alarms, which we deem unacceptable.
Scalar Penalty Increase
It was found that by adjusting a single scalar, the most significant increase in the M M A E performance could be attained. To decrease the MMAE convergence time, it was noted that the -95 in the ( * } term in the equation for the conditional density function, J3q (9) . can be viewed as a penally for having a larger than expected residual. By increasing this tum, the same residual will produce higher p e n a l h and cause the MMAE to change its probabilih faster when a failure occurs. thus acting as a decision convergence gain because it ampiifies any residuals that are larger than expected.
: 'E We experimented with replacing the -! 4 in the "Dot" term (i.e., the { * } term) of (9) with values of -1 and -2. This strategy was used with the various designs that were developed during the Kalman filter tuning (described in the previous section). A rudder failure had, by far, the slowest convergence time of all the failure modes that were studied in this application. Using design 61. the convergence time (when the probability was above the 50% probability threshold) for a rudder failure decreased from 3.2 seconds for a "Dot" term of -'A ( Figure 7 . solid line), to 1.8 seconds for a "Dot" term of -1 (Figure 7 , dashed line), and !inally to 0.8 seconds for a "Dot" term of -2 (Figure 7 . dotted line). It was found that even faster convergence times for aileron failures were obtained with design #2. as shown in Figure 8 .
Unfortunatdy, this increase in the "Dot" tum also p r o d u d much larger fluctuations in the probabilities (similar to turning up the gain to the point where the naise becomes unacceptable). which indicates that momentary false alarms would sporadically occur during actual flight testing, which was considered to be unacceptable p c f f o m~~~~~. TO avoid these momentary false alarms. we chose design #l and a "Dot" term of -1 (Figure 7, dashcd line) . Note that by using design #l the aileron failures take up to one second longer than they do for design R, but the advantage is the lack of false alarms. Using design #1 and a "Dot" term of -1. the convergeme to the correct failure occurs in less than 2 seconds for @ the failure conditions. while minimizing momentary false alarms once mergence is attained.
Probability Smoothing Previous implementations of a MMAE for failure detection [6. 7. 8. 111 have smoothed (averaged over a nurnbu of data samples) the hypothesis conditional probabilities to "ize momentary false alarms. Good results were obtained for Uwse implementations using a data window of 10 data samples over which the probabilities were averaged.
Deueasing the size of the data window over which the probabilih were smoothed (PWINSIZ) waa explored as another possible mcnns of decreasing the convergence time. Propagating 5ve sample periods before updating was also considered. These result# are quite paor, as shown by the dotted line in Figure 10 . Note the very erratic pt time historia, indicative of numerous momentary false alarms and misidentiiications. Such mtic behpvior is probably caused by the fact t h t the m e At from (8) was used in thc pk computation of (9) and (10). even though this A, is a valid rtsidual covariance only for the case of mtasuruncnts being used c~u y sample period for updating. Using a modified residual covariance matrix that was recomputed to account for the correct number of sample puiods be" measurement updates might well yield signihntly better performance. 
